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ABSTRACT 
Waves are ub~qu~tous in the physical world, the study of general laws that govern their 
propagat~on is therefore iniportant In part~cular 111gh frequency short waves are fre- 
quently encountered and fortunately the behav~our of uaves IS niuch s~nipler in t l i~s  linl~t 
Tli~s them puts forth the detaled behav~our of a two din~ensiond weakly nonl~near 
wavefront, moving into a polytrop~c gas in~tially at rest Successive pos~tions of the non- 
linear wavefront and the amphtude d~stribution on it are obtmned by solving a system 
of conservation fomis of the equations of weakly nonlinear ray theory (der~ved under 
lugh frequency assuniption) The thesis is div~ded ~ n t o  four chapters Chapter 1 is m- 
troductory and describes br~efly the basic properties and nletllods peculiar to hyperbolic 
equations It mmnly includes the discussion of sonre of tlie ray metliods for h e a r  and 
nonhnear waves These methods in short wavelength approxlniation (geometrical optics 
method) gve an adequate description of liyperbohc waves in ternis of rays and propaga- 
tion laws (transport equation) for the an~plitude along the rays and have played a very 
important role in h & n g  the successlve positions of the wavefront Linear geometrical 
optics in the l e d n g  order approximation, fals a t  caust~cs as the anlpbtude beconies 
infUllte there Tlus leads to the idea of apphcat~on of the nodnear ray theory to the 
problem of propagation of a curved wavefront The two niajor nonlinear effects are 
(1) nonlinear stretclung of rays 
(1i)rotation of the wavefront due to nonumfornl m~plitude dlstr~bution on it 
The fundamental weakly nonlinear ray tlieory of Choquet-Bruhat (1969) descr~bed briefly 
muses the second ~n~portant effect of rotatlon of rays due to the nonhnear~ty The weakly 
nonhnear ray theory (WNLRT) of Prasad (1994) takes Into account both tlie nodnear 
effects and ~ t s  derivation (Hunter and Prasad, 1996) by a systematic perturbation pro- 
cedure is presented in detad The nodnear ray theory developed t h s  way pfovldes a 
powerful method for £i.n&ng successlve positions of the wavefront and the distribution 
of amphtude on it It reveals nonlinear focussing and defocussing effects in the caustic 
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regon and the fornlation of kinks on the nonlinear wavefront This theory is applied to 
derive the weakly nonlinear ray equations for the propagatlon of nonlinear waves in a 
polytropic gas This chapter also contans a short resunie of the autlior's wntr~bution 
and results based on author's investigation 
Chapter 2, deals with the derivat~on of conservation forms of the equations of WNLRT, 
restricted to the case of two space dmensions, by introducing a sultable ray coordinate 
systerrl T l ~ e  &scontinuous solutions of these conservation laws, having discontinuities 
in the amphtude and the normal drection, represent hnks on the nonlinear wavefront 
The jump relations across the hnk are also derived independently wlrlicl~ confirm the 
appropriateness of the conservation laws The conservation forms facilitate the study of 
propagatlon of nonlxnear wavefronts with hnks The conlposite sinlple wave solutions 
described in tlus chapter show that for a weak11 nonlinear wavefront concave to the gas 
at rest, sinylarities in the form of hnks appear for larger times 
Chapter 3 contmns results of extensive numerical conlputat~ons done with the systenl 
of conservation laws of the U"'NLRT, for a nonlinear wavefront with the ilutial distribution 
of amplitude quite general so that it is not solvable by methods used to derive sln~ple 
wave solut~on Successive positions of the wavefront and the distribut~on of amplitude on 
it are obtaned by solving the conservation forxrs using a TVB (total variation bounded) 
scheme based on the Lax-Fkiedrichs flux The detaled behavlour of the nonlinear rays 
emergng fronr an initial wavefront, whicl~ 1s either concave or has a sinusoidal &ape 
has been studed The successive positions of the h e a r  and nonlinear wavefront have 
been plotted and the deviation of the rays due to nonlrnearity is observed The effects 
of various factors such as the curvature of the mtial wavefront, the maxlnium amplitude 
along the imtial wavefront and the variation of amplitude along the irutlal wavefront 
on the formation and propagatlon of lunks have been stuhed Tlie numerical results 
presented m t h s  chapter demonstrate that the nonlrnear effects of gasdynarmcs not 
only linut the maxrrnum amphtude of a wavefront at  the focus, but also bring about a 
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considerable cliange in the wavefront geometry at and beyond focus Another miportant 
result 1s tliat even in the first approxlniat~on of the d~or t  wave assumpt~on, no ~nfinlte 
aniplitude appears in the solut~on Tli~s is in contrast to the results obtmned by leading 
order approxiniation of the lineax tlleory where infinite anipl~tude is pred~cted 
Tlie convincing numerical results obtamed m Chapters 2 & 3 mot~vate to bring about 
a conlparison of WNLRT of Prasad with the tlieories of Choquet-Brul~at and Parker 
The tlieories of Clloquet-Bruhat and Parker wli~cll are based on approxiniating a hyper- 
bol~c system in tlie nelglibourhood of the diaracteristic surface (in space-t~me) of the 
linear~zed equat~ons, are valid over a length scale wludi is smaller than the pnnc~pal radii 
of curvature of the lmtial wavefront Since the fronts calculated by WNLRT do not fold 
and the rays do not intersect, the caustic of the linear tlieory is completely resolved and 
is of no signficance in the WNLRT as long as the assuniptions of WNLRT are vahd It 
is establislied that WNLRT whcli is based on approxmlating a hyperbohc system in a 
neighbourhood of the exact nonhnear diaracteristlc surface remans un~forndy vabd (as 
long as diocks do not appear) 
To conclude, tlie results in this thesis show that WNLRT m a mathematically con- 
vlncmg theory to calculate the successwe posltions of the nonlinear wavefront As the 
successive posltions of the nonlrnear wavefront are calculated by nlowng along the rays 
the method in a way emerges out as a generalization of the Huygens' method of wavefront 
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